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INTRODUCTION 
1. Rationale of the research 

Children’s literature is a real significant fragment within the mosaic of 
Vietnamese literature. Such a component of literature, ever since it was born, has 
made considerable contributions to national literature. Nonetheless, several 
people still fail to acknowledge children’s literature thoroughly and 
comprehensively. There has been a popular view that writing for children is 
nothing but a sideline of writers who want to make money for other purposes. In 
fact, children’s literature has always been underrated, even from the perspective 
of people working in cultural fields. Therefore, many authors who decided to 
write stories for children have felt “as lonely as walking on a deserted alley”. 

It can be said that one of the most basic matters of literature history is the 
reciprocal influence between folk literature and written literature (children’s literature 
is a part of written literature). Actually, it is thanks to the common and separate 
achievements of these two literature components that every literature can develop. 
The impacts of folk literature on written literature are enormous. Internationally, 
various famous writers such as Pushkin, Lev Tolstoy and Andersen have gained great 
successes when employing folk values in their works. As for literary creation in 
Vietnam, the act of using folk literature elements as an artistic instrument is popular, 
despite certain changes over different periods. This fact reflects the inheritance and 
development of Vietnamese literature. Literary written works with folk literature 
hallmarks enable readers to achieve double aesthetic comprehension when new 
things alternately coexist with old ones in an artistic perfect whole. 

In the current context, the research is of greater significance. Specifically, 
conducting studies on culture and literature has become a topical trend, which results 
from both reality and literary life. When economic and cultural exchanges are 
significantly widespread, preserving and bringing into play national cultural 
characters are becoming much more urgent than ever. A writer in the true sense of the 
word must not only attempt to renovate national arts but also maintain old values in 
his own works. In fact, many authors in the 1975 - 2010 period decided to employ 
folk verses, folk songs, proverbs, prophecies… of the old days to create modern 
stories with the hallmarks of folk literature, which seems to be the opposite of 
conventional ways to write stories. At first sight, such a method does not appear to 
keep abreast with the times or new values. However, it has succeeded in manifesting 
writers’ understanding of children’s mentality. In spite of various changes in the 
historical contexts and societies in which children live, the essential psychological 
features of kids at this age group stay the same. Thanks to the favorable interaction 
between authors, literary pieces and young readers, works of children’s literature can 
make great contributions to the preservation of national cultural characters and the 
enrichment of national pride among Vietnamese youngsters. Originating from the 
sympathy and understanding towards such writers, this very research is also a 
“tracing back journey” to learn about folk literature – the traditional values silently 
existing in modern Vietnamese literary works for children. In other words, it can be 
seen as a return to “cultural nature” in the aspect of literature. 
2. Goals of the research 

The thesis primarily aims to recognize the existence of folk literature, 
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identify it as a method for expressing aesthetic thoughts in children’s literature in 
general and modern stories for children in particular and hereby affirm the 
contributions of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 to national literature. 
3. Objectives of the research 

In order to reach the aforementioned goals, the researcher needs to 
pursue a number of objectives as follows: 

- Examining the literature review of the subject matter to prove the newness 
of the research. 

- Recognizing and analyzing the hallmarks of folk literature in modern 
children’s stories at the macroscopic level as well as the microcosmic level. 

- Explaining the reasons for the interaction between Vietnamese children’s 
stories  from 1975  to 2010 and folk literature; analyzing how Vietnamese 
children’s stories in this period absorbed folk literature and evaluating the aesthetic 
effects of folk literature on such works. 
4. Subject and scope of the research 
4.1. Research subject 

The focus of the thesis is Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 
2010 period. Specifically, the influences of folk literature on such stories are 
carefully investigated in various aspects of poetics such as character, artistic 
space and time, structure, motive and topic. 
4.2. Research scope 

The research focuses on examining literary prose works (short stories, 
long stories, autobiographies) mainly created for children by Vietnamese 
writers from 1975 to 2010. Meanwhile, the thesis attempts to clarify why folk 
literature affects children’s stories in the period, its specific hallmarks in such 
stories, authors’ ways to adapt folk literature elements for the stories and the 
aesthetic effects of this process. 
5. Research method 

In the study, the basic research methods employed consist of analysis and 
synthetic method, comparative and contrastive method, structural and systematic 
method, typological method and literary approach from poetics. In addition, other 
methods including statistical method, classifying method and interdisciplinary method 
are also used. 
6. Contributions of the research 

1. Contributing an additional voice to the definition of the term 
“children’s literature”. 

2. Analyzing the manifestations of folk literature’s influences on 
Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 period. 

3. Explaining the reasons for the evident and vague influences of folk 
literature on children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 and evaluating the aesthetic 
effects that folk literature creates in Vietnamese children’s stories of this period. 

4. Learning about the culture of absorbing folk literature among moderns 
writers to prove the inheritance and creativeness of such authors. 
7. Brief outline of the research 

Besides the Introduction, Conclusion and References, the content of the 
thesis is divided into four chapters as follows: 
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Chapter 1. Overview of the research topic 
Chapter 2. The influences of folk literature on Vietnamese children’s stories 

over the 1975 - 2010 period viewed from the perspective of artistic inspirations, 
plots and motives 

Chapter 3. The influences of folk literature on Vietnamese children’s 
stories over the 1975 - 2010 period viewed from the perspective of character 
images, artistic space and artistic time 

Chapter 4. The methods for absorbing folk literature employed in 
Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 period 

 
Chapter 1 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH TOPIC 
Basically, research achievements regarding the influences of folk 

literature on children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 can be found in the following 
research papers and books: 
1.1. Research on the concept of children’s literature and the relationship 
between folk literature and written literature 
1.1.1. Research on the concept of children’s literature 

Researchers both domestically and internationally have never reached a 
concurrence of the definition of children’s literature. It is worth mentioning 
Children’s books in children’s hands: An introduction to their literature, 
Understanding Children's Literature, Giáo trình Văn học 1 (Literature Manual 1), 
Bách khoa thư Văn học Thiếu nhi Việt Nam (Vietnamese Children’s Literature 
Encyclopedia)... as the pieces of research that gather a lot of viewpoints on 
children’s literature. Though this short term has been examined in various aspects 
such as writer’s purposes, readers, poetics features..., authors has never stopped 
debating whether children’s literature is literature for children or about children. 
Furthermore, they even fail to be unanimous about classifying specific literary 
works as literature for adults or literature for children. Obviously, people have 
encountered a standstill in developing a clear and logical definition of children’s 
literature, which is the minimum requirement for this literature genre to become a 
separate area. To make it easier for presenting the thesis, we would like to share my 
understanding of the term children’s literature as follows: Children’s literature 
includes literary works whose primary readers are children, created basing on the 
particular compatibility between these products as artistic perfect wholes and 
children’s psychological features. Such compatibility is presented in various 
aspects such as content, language, structure... to meet the expectations of children 
who are experiencing ceaseless psychophysiological development. 

Although the definition suggested above is not enough to draw a clear distinction 
between children’s literature and adult literature, it is of little significance. As Jan Susina 
stated, “Just like other concepts regarding childhood, children’s literature is a cultural 
structure in its development process”. Thus, being a moving cultural structure like this, 
children’s literature is not required to be evidently distinguished from adult literature. In the 
aforementioned definition, we actually desire to indicate that children’s writers need to pay 
special attention to their main readers to select the appropriate ways of creation so that their 
works can have influences on youngsters in terms of awareness, aesthetics, education, etc. 
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1.1.2. Theoretical research on the relationship between folk literature and written 
literature 

A lot of arguments about the relationship between folk literature and written 
literature were presented a long time ago in the studies including Nhà văn và sáng 
tác dân gian (Writers and folk literature works by Chu Xuan Dien), Một số vấn đề 
lí thuyết chung về mối quan hệ văn học dân gian – văn học viết (Some general 
theoretical issues on the relationship between folk literature and written literature 
by Le Kinh Khien), Truyện cổ tích trong phát triển (Fairy tales in its development 
process by Vu Ngoc Khanh), Văn học dân gian Việt Nam (Vietnamese folk 
literature by Do Binh Tri), etc. As an attempt to proceed with recording 
achievements on this area, in 2009, Hanoi National University of Education held 
the Scientific conference on the relationship between folk literature and written 
literature, which was associated with remarkable successes. The reports of Do Viet 
Hung, Nguyen Dinh Chu, Tran Duc Ngon, Pham Quang Trung, Vo Quang Trong, 
Dang Anh Dao, etc presented in the conference all show that modern authors are 
trying to “return to the roots” in many ways. 
1.2. Research on the influences of folk literature on children’s literature 
1.2.1. Research on the influences of folk literature on children’s literature 
works from 1945 to 1975 

Although Vietnamese children’s literature was born before the August 
Revolution, it was not until the Revolution that such a genre of literature actually 
developed. Hence, research papers on the influences of folk literature on children’s 
literature mainly focus on the period after 1945. Some outstanding articles among 
them include Thế giới cổ tích của Nguyễn Huy Tưởng (Nguyen Huy Tuong’s 
fairyland by Nguyen Thi Hue), Mười lăm năm truyện Kim Đồng (Fifteen years of 
Kim Dong Publishing House’s stories by Van Hong), Từ những câu chuyện cổ tích 
(From fairy tales by Le Van), Đặc điểm truyện đồng thoại của Võ Quảng 
(Characteristics of Vo Quang’s stories for children by Le Nhat Ky), etc. In these 
papers, Nguyen Huy Tuong and Vo Quang are two typical authors mentioned as 
those who usually employed folk literature elements in their works. 
1.2.2. Research on the influences of folk literature on children’s literature 
works from 1975 to 2010 

After 1975, pieces of research on the folkness of To Hoai’s stories continued 
to be conducted. La Thi Bac Ly has pointed out a way to exploit historical values 
associated with legends, habits and customs used by author To Hoai. It has also 
been affirmed in a number of articles such as Chuyện nỏ thần, hiện thực và huyền 
thoại (The magic crossbow, reality and legend by Van Hong), Chất cổ tích của 
nhân vật 101 truyện ngày xưa (The fairy-tale quality of the characters in To 
Hoai’s “101 tales of the old days” by Nguyen Ngoc Hoi), etc. 

Le Nhat Ky, in his article named Phạm Hổ - một lối đi riêng trong truyện cổ 
viết lại (Pham Ho – A special way in rewritten fairy tales), paid special attention to 
Pham Ho’s contributions to the renewal of Vietnamese fairy tales. Furthermore, 
writer Nguyen Ngoc could not help feeling surprised at Pham Ho’s literary creation 
inspired from folk stories and fairy tales. The author believed that via Chuyện hoa 
chuyện quả (Stories of flowers and fruits), it appears Pham Ho desired to propose a 
new theory about the origin of all beings. 
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Author Bui Thanh Truyen, with Dấu ấn dân gian trong truyện cho 
thiếu nhi sau 1986 (The hallmarks of folklore in children’s stories after 1986), 
has specified the stamps of folklore in children’s stories in two aspects 
including genre and artistic language. He also expressed his appreciation 
towards the penetration of folk elements into children’s stories after 1986, 
considering it as an endless mediation of literary creation awarenesses and of 
cultural spaces and times. 

The doctoral thesis of Nguyen Thanh Huyen named Từ truyện cổ tích dân 
gian đến truyện cổ tích của nhà văn: Trường hợp Tô Hoài và Phạm Hổ (From 
folk fairy tales to authors’ fairy tales: The case of To Hoai and Pham Ho) has not 
only proved the existence of fairy-tale elements in the works of To Hoai and 
Pham Ho in the aspect of content (awareness of people, creatures, nature) and art 
(character, fantastic elements, space and time, plot) but also compared the fairy 
tales of To Hoai with those of Pham Ho. She asserted, “Both Pham Ho and To 
Hoai aimed to seek for and call forth good traditional values via continuation and 
development based on the knowledge of building folk plots”. 

Additionally, Hiện tượng chuyển thể văn học: Khảo sát qua một số hình 
thức chuyển thể truyện cổ tích Tấm Cám (The phenomenon of literary 
adaptation: A survey on some adaptation forms of “The story of Tam and Cam”) 
of Nguyen Thi Thu Huong and Nhân vật trẻ em trong văn xuôi thiếu nhi Việt 
Nam (Kids as characters in Vietnamese prose works for children) of Nguyen Thi 
Thanh Huong also displayed the trends of absorbing and transforming the 
archetypes of folk characters or the hallmarks of such characters in literary works 
created for children in modern societies. 
1.3. Evaluation of research situations and direction for research topic deployment 
1.3.1. Evaluation of research situations 

The aforementioned pieces of research show that the research subject matter 
is supported with considerable theoretical evidences. The authors have recognized 
the inevitable, essential relationship between folk literature and written literature. 
Meanwhile, the interaction between folk literature and written literature has also 
been generalized at various levels, including both formal factors and thoughts, 
aesthetic perspectives. We do acknowledge the contributions of researchers for 
creating basic terms related to the interaction between folk literature and written 
literature such as new fairy tale, modern children’s song, false fairy tale, false folk 
tale, folk tale parody, legend parody, legend pastiche, trickster, modern folklore, 
etc. In addition, these authors’ suggestions of ways to investigate the influences of 
folk literature on written literature are of great importance since they reminds 
subsequent researchers to analyze the significance of folk poetics in modern literary 
works and authors’ creativeness when “adapting and assimilating” folk elements. 

Besides the advantages stated above, pieces of research on the relationship 
between folk literature and written literature also have a number of shortcomings. On 
the one hand, it can be seen that children’s literature criticism was still 
underestimated. Most of these studies, especially those conducted by well-known 
writers of Vietnamese medieval literature, focus on theoretical issues and the 
explanation of literary phenomena of adult literature. On the other hand, research on 
children’s literature possesses some common limitations in terms of content and 
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research methods. Firstly, the authors after 1975, especially those who performed 
artistic activities after 1986, were rarely chosen as the research objects of these 
studies. Thus, the research papers fail to provide a comprehensive and clear view on 
such a literary period of various changes. Secondly, when investigating the influences 
of folk literature on children’s literature after 1975, researchers mostly chose confined 
approach angles. Thirdly, while most of the studies aimed to identify the 
manifestations of folklore in literary works for children, the premise of folk literature 
being absorbed in children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 received little attention. All 
we have about how children’s stories of this period absorbed folk elements and the 
role of such factors in the stories are merely initial suggestions. 
1.3.2. Direction for research topic deployment 

Via the overview of research situations, it can be asserted that the direction 
for deploying the research topic is new and necessary. After investigating and 
objectively evaluating the literature review of the subject matter, the thesis will set 
forth a task of suggesting approaches to the term children’s literature as a 
mandatory reference for localizing the literary works surveyed. In order to prove 
the journey back to the roots of Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 
period, the research aims to identify the hallmarks of folk literature in specific 
works of literature and generalize them into basic trends. Meanwhile, medieval 
writers’ methods for receiving the impacts of folk literature will also be 
investigated to clarify their inheritance and creativeness. Besides, the thesis also 
attempts to figure out the causes of such a phenomenon and assess its aesthetic 
effects in two aspects including aesthetic effects towards literary works and those 
towards readers. 

Chapter 2 
THE INFLUENCES OF FOLK LITERATURE                                                         

ON VIETNAMESE CHILDREN’S STORIES  OVER THE 1975 - 2010 
PERIOD VIEWED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ARTISTIC 

INSPIRATIONS, PLOTS AND MOTIVES 
2.1. The influences viewed from artistic inspirations 
2.1.1. Inspirations with regard to the origin of the universe and natural 
phenomena 

The origin of the universe and natural phenomena are among the greatest 
sources of artistic inspiration for folk literature. As “the first form of human mental 
art”, myths aim to discover mysterious things of the world by fabulous, broad-
minded imagination. Thanks to the tales such as Thần trụ trời (The God who 
carried the sky on his back), Rét nàng Bân (The cold spell for Princess Ban), Sơn 
Tinh Thủy Tinh (The God of the Mountain and the God of the Water)..., we can 
learn about ancient people’s simple, unaffected viewpoints on the formation of the 
world as well as annual droughts and cold spells. Children’s stories over the 1975 – 
2010 period did proceed with exploiting such inspirations, which has been 
evidently reflected in literary works such as Chuyện gấu ăn trăng (The story about 
the bear eating the moon by Vu Tu Nam), Mặt trời và gà trống (The sun and the 
cock by Vu Tu Nam), Chú bé người và ông trăng (The little boy and the moon by 
Pham Ho), Sự tích vịnh Hạ Long (The legend of Ha Long bay by Xuan Quynh), 
Đầm chìa vôi (The swamp of wagtails by Ly Lan), etc. Since time immemorial, 
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nature has always been humankind’s companion. In fact, human need for 
explaining the outness emerged from their own demand for existence. Thus, it is 
easily understandable that after 1975, works of children’s literature stated above 
continued to mention the explanation of universe’s origin and natural phenomena. 
In both folk literature and children’s stories from 1975 to 2010, is has been noticed 
that the world of gods and that of man still coexist and affect each other. However, 
with the flow of time, the position of gods has changed. Creating literary works 
based on the enormous knowledge foundation of humankind, authors at that time 
never created excessively powerful images of gods as in myths despite their 
helpless feelings before nature. Thus, inspirations from nature were written with a 
liberal but conscious imagination that expresses authors’ natural attitudes of 
mastership. From this angle, children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 period bear a 
strong resemblance to some fairy tales about nature such as Sự tích núi Vọng phu 
(The legend of Vong Phu mountain), Sự tích đèo Mụ Giạ (The legend of Mu Gia 
pass), Sự tích hồ Ba Bể (The legend of Ba Be lake), etc. 
2.1.2. Inspiration with regard to the national construction and defence of ancient 
Vietnamese people 

Folk literature has a real significant role in “restoring the image of 
Vietnamese people and the country of the old days”. The main literary genre 
that bears such as responsibility is legend. This genre, though employs many 
fictional details, can clearly express the “historical awareness” of the teller. 
With burning affections for their ancestors, after 1975, some writers managed 
to “revive” such historical inspirations in their works, among which Chuyện nỏ 
thần (The story of the magic crossbow) of To Hoai was a remarkable success. 
Looking at the title, it is easy to see the relationship between this literary work 
and the folk tale that shares the same name (also known as The story of the 
golden turtle, The story of My Chau and Trong Thuy or The story of King An 
Duong Vuong). Furthermore, just like folk legends, Chuyện nỏ thần has 
exploited two contents at the same time including the process of national 
construction and national defence. In the same vein, Ngựa thần từ đâu đến 
(Where did the magic horse come from?) of Pham Ho reminded readers of the 
legend of God Giong. He recalled not only Shang army’s invasion of our 
country but also the image of God Giong riding a fire-breathing iron horse to 
the front. Moreover, the author also mentioned the detail that after getting rid of 
all the enemies, God Giong galloped to Soc Son Mountain, bowed to his 
mother and flew up to the sky with the horse. In addition, in order to highlight 
the patriotic tradition of Van Lang - Au Lac community, Pham Ho created a 
new story about a poor boy living in a forest filled with cunninghamias. 
2.1.3. Inspirations with regard to the conflicts in class societies 

When ancient clan societies entered the period of class differentiation, many 
conflicts arose. In order to reflect such an issue of great social significance, 
Vietnamese folk fairy tales emerged. Under the influences of fairy tales, children’s 
stories in the 1975 – 2010 period continued to exploit this realistic topic. One of the 
most typical kinds of contradiction that obviously show the suffocation of societies 
is contradictions between the rich and the poor, between laborers and exploiters. 
Many stories written by Pham Ho and Tran Quoc Toan such as Chuyện nàng Mây 
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(The story of a girl named May), Quả tim bằng ngọc (A heart of gem), Nàng 
Măng và chàng Mo Nang (Mang and Mo Nang)... have intensively made good 
use of this matter. Having realized workers’ sufferings in the contemporary social 
context, many writers focused on describing the tragedies of the voiceless. 
Specially, tragedies of characters usually possessed high representativeness. For 
instance, the guy named Mo Nang in the short story Nàng Măng và chàng Mo 
Nang of Tran Quoc Toan represents the fate of employees in old societies. 
Additionally, the author also showed readers the exploitation and wickedness of 
upper class via the image of the rich man. 
2.1.4. Inspirations with regard to the legends of animals and plants 

Animals and plants have been a source of artistic inspirations for folk literature 
for ages. Furthermore, folk literature even has a subcategory called animal fairy tales, 
whose function is to explain the origin, characteristics, and habits… of animals. As Do 
Binh Tri stated, animal fairy tales reflect the struggle of ancient people for “learning 
about, controlling and conquering” natural phenomena. Making good use of such 
familiar inspirations, children’s writers during the 1975 - 2010 period created real 
interesting stories for readers such as Lửa vàng lửa trắng (Yellow flame, white flame by 
Pham Ho), Cô gái bán trầm hương (The girl who sells aloes by Pham Ho), Cá chép 
rỡn trăng (Carp playing with the moon’s reflection by Vu Tu Nam), Cọp không có 
răng (The tiger without teeth by Luu Trong Van), Hương bay xa ngàn dặm (The scent 
travelling a thousand miles by Tran Hoai Duong), etc. 
2.2. The influences viewed from the revival of folk story plots 
2.2.1. Complete revival of plots 

In most cases, each literary work has its own plot, which is not identical 
to any other one. However, there exists in children’s stories over the 1975 - 
2010 period a phenomenon that folk story plots were revived completely. Here, 
the authors did “protect” the intactness of such plots for readers to recollect old 
stories easily. Among children’s writers after 1975, To Hoai tended to 
completely resurrect folk story plots in a frequent manner. His three volumes of 
Một trăm cổ tích (100 fairy tales) have reintroduced Vietnamese people to a lot 
of familiar folk tales such as Công và quạ (The peacock and the crow), Vua Heo 
(Pig king), Vợ chàng Trương (Truong’s wife), Chuyện chim cuốc (The legend 
of water hens), Thả mồi bắt bóng (Throw the substance for the shadow), Quan 
huyện phân xử (The judgment of the district chief), Oan Thị Kính (The injustice 
suffering by Thi Kinh), Tấm Cám (The story of Tam and Cam), Bánh chưng 
bánh dày (The story of Vietnamese rice cakes), Gái ngoan dạy chồng (Good 
wife teaching her husband), Lọ nước thần (The magic water bottle), etc. 
Obviously, as the author did not even change the names of these stories, readers 
tend to look back on the folk tales they read immediately. Such literary works 
also bear absolute resemblance to folk literature in terms of plots. In these 100 
works created by inheriting old plots of laborers in the past, To Hoai rarely 
modified their contents. However, such literary products still make readers feel 
amazed and excited. Though To Hoai chose a difficult path to follow, he gained 
various successes thanks to his talents. 
2.2.2. Incomplete revival of plots 

Reviving folk plots fragmentally and incompletely means that the events, 
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details, images of fairy tales, legends, myths, and fables… are not restored as 
sufficiently as the original perfect wholes. In a number of children’s stories of the 1975 
– 2010 period, authors removed some details or even an entire part of the original plots. 
Such a phenomenon can more or less crumble the plot and interrupt readers’ current of 
association in the spirit of intertextuality. Nonetheless, the contents of the original 
stories were still inherited. This was clearly presented in the work Nhà Chử (Chu 
family) of To Hoai, in which the folk tale named Chử Đồng Tử (The legend of Chu 
Dong Tu) was expanded considerably. Here, the events and details of the ancient tale 
were not told ceaselessly but mixed with new information. Therefore, the author has 
inherited the folk story plot in an uncontinuous and incomplete manner. It is along with 
the original details that new contents of thoughts can emerge. After describing the 
character Chu with many good qualities, To Hoai has entrusted him with the mission of 
conquering nature and discovering new lands to expand national territory. 
2.3. The influences viewed from the penetration of folk story motives 
2.3.1. Stepmother – stepchildren motive 

Children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 period exploited some familiar motives 
of folk tales, including the stepmother – stepchildren motif. The presence of such a 
motive has been found in many folk stories, among which the most typical one is Tấm 
Cám. This very motif can also be seen in Kiểm - chú bé - con người (Kiem – the boy - 
human) of Ma Van Khang, Sự tích cây xấu hổ (The legend of mimosa) of Pham Ho 
and Người hóa dế (The woman turning into a cricket) of To Hoai. The story Người 
hóa dế is about Linh and Lang, two kids having the same father but different mothers. 
While the kids were so close as if they had had both parents in common, the stepmother 
really hated Linh. After the husband passed away, with the fear that the entire fortune 
would fall into the hands of Linh, she schemed for killing him day and night. 
Fortunately, thanks to the benevolence of Lang, Linh not only escaped from the 
stepmother’s wicked plot but also came first in the palace examination afterwards and 
returned home with great honors. Feeling both frightened and shameful, the stepmother 
hid under the camp bed and then turned into a cricket, spending the rest of her life 
hiding from everyone. The story ends with such a metamorphosis of the character. This 
punishment for the villain reflects To Hoai’s wish for the conflicts between stepmother 
and husband’s children being reconciled and eradicated.  
2.3.2. Magical rebirth motive 

As the magical rebirth motive has showed up in various folk stories, 
children’s stories created during the 1975 - 2010 period continued to exploit such a 
motif. A typical example of this fact should be Nàng công chúa biển (The princess 
of the sea by Tran Hoai Duong). The story is about a poor old couple living in a 
coastal fishing village. Thanks to the support of the little swallow, the old man 
obtained a blue pearl. Nine months and ten days after the old woman swallowed up 
the pearl, she gave birth to a little girl. The baby was strong and pretty with pinky-
white skin, shining black hair, scarlet lips, big eyes and curly eyelashes right after 
she was born. The couple named her Ngọc (pearl/gem) as it was thanks to the 
magic pearl that the mother delivered. In addition, Ngọn đèn lưu ly (The lamp of 
gem) of Vu Ngoc Dinh, Sự tích núi Ngũ Hành (The legend of the Marble 
Mountains) of Xuan Quynh... also employed similar magical elements in the 
rebirth process of characters. 
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2.3.3. Metamorphosis motive 
Depending on the length of character’s metamorphosis period, we would like 

to divide this motif into two categories including temporary metamorphosis motive 
and permanent metamorphosis motive. In Đầm Chìa Vôi, the metamorphosis was for 
the kids living near a nameless swamp. So busy with quarreling with each other, two 
boys named Tèo and Tẹo forgot to save their friend and were consequently turned 
into two wagtails, producing “rasping, ear-piercing sounds like birdcalls”. The birds 
kept on following the teacher and sang continuously. Afterwards, they shuddered and 
turned back into two boys. Although author Ly Lan believed that ancient tales only 
occurred in ancient times, it can be clearly seen via this temporary metamorphosis 
that Đầm Chìa Vôi can be regarded as a fairy story. Here, the transformation is 
merely impermanent since the characters turned back to their original forms later. 
The motif of such a kind is employed mostly to help characters escape from dangers 
or to make them bear challenges. 

In addition to temporary metamorphosis motive, permanent 
metamorphosis motif has been used by children’s writers from 1975 to 2010 
frequently. To end the life of characters, the author provides reincarnations with a 
view to reviving them in another form. This is the desire to preserve and 
immortalize human spiritual beauties so that such characters can become one 
with the national spirit. In the case of Pham Ho, this very motif has been utilized 
quite regularly. Looking at the series of modern fairy stories in Chuyện hoa, 
chuyện quả, it is easy to recognize the humanistic artistic journey of Pham Ho, 
which can be presented via the diagram as follows: 

People 
Metamorphosis process 

Nature 
Artistic journey 

 

There will always be plants, flowers and animals waiting for people in their 
next life. Such an incarnation process is indeed the artistic intention of the writer. 
Pham Ho has made good use of human personal tragedies to discover the origin 
and characteristics of nature, which is his familiar artistic path of great significance. 
Though human bodies are gone, their feelings remain untouched. A part of their 
blood, flesh, body and soul has become one with nature, “staying” inside a langsat, 
a coconut, a pergularia minor Andrews, a longan, a marigold, a lemon tree, etc. 
2.3.4. Happy ending motive 

Happy ending motif is a common motive of fairy tales, especially miraculous 
fairy stories. Via such a motif, commoners desire to actualize the ideas “one good 
turn deserves another” and “curses come home to roost”. This kind of ending is an 
award for good people who encounter a lot of difficulties and dangers. There are 
many children’s stories during the 1975 - 2010 period which exploited this motive 
such as Bí mật hồ cá thần (The secret of the lake of the magical fish by Nguyen 
Quang Thieu), Sự tích hoa dâm bụt (The legend of rose-mallow by Pham Ho), Ăn lá 
nhả vàng (Eating leaves, giving gold back by Pham Ho), Hương bay xa ngàn dặm 
(The scent travelling a thousand miles by Tran Hoai Duong), Hùy neo (Huy neo by 
Vu Tu Nam), Bà cháu (The grandmother and her grandchild by Tran Hoai Duong), 
Nàng Gua và chàng Sóc (The story of Gua and Soc by Ma A Lenh), etc. 

Normally, stories with happy endings bring about happiness for positive 
characters. This felicity lies in every word and sentence of the works. The ending 
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of Nàng công chúa biển is without doubts a good example. The life of the old man 
in the story was a series of tragedies. The marine witch took all his joy in life, his 
warm heart and turned him into her “assistant” to help her complete the scheme of 
dominating the entire ocean. However, at the end of the story, he was seen on a 
very beautiful raft covered with flowers, together with his savior – the little girl and 
the little swallow. Though the scars on his body and hear cannot be erased, his eyes 
were filled with love then. 

 
Chapter 3 

THE INFLUENCES OF FOLK LITERATURE 
ON VIETNAMESE CHILDREN’S STORIES OVER THE 1975 - 2010 
PERIOD VIEWED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF CHARACTER 

IMAGES, ARTISTIC SPACE AND ARTISTIC TIME 
3.1. The influences viewed from character images 
3.1.1. Archetypal character images originating from folk stories 

Archetypal characters refer to the characters originated from works of folk literature. 
These characters once appeared in past literature and had an opportunity to be revived in 
children’s stories from 1975 to 2010. The first group of archetypal characters is normal 
people. In fact, many folk characters continued to inspire children’s stories of this period. For 
instance, Truong Chi and My Nuong are two characters associated with a fairy tale about 
daily life activities named Trương Chi. Contemporary stories kept on recalling these two 
characters in Mỵ Nương (My Nuong by Tran Hoai Duong) and Tìm ra biển lớn lặng nghe 
sóng reo (Getting to the sea to silently listen to the waves by Tran Quoc Toan). Meanwhile, 
the poor guy named Chu Dong Tu and the princess loving freedom Tien Dung have been a 
source of inspirations for many modern writers such as Xuan Quynh (Tiên Dung và Chử 
Đồng Tử - Tien Dung and Chu Dong Tu), To Hoai (Nhà Chử - Chu family), etc. The second 
group of archetypal characters includes those with supernatural powers like Buddha, fairies, 
the King of Heaven, Gods, witches..., who are indispensable for miraculous stories. The 
archetypal quality of these characters has faded more or less since they appeared in many 
folk tales. Furthermore, such a quality of the fates, roles and actions of them is not as clear as 
that of normal people. After examining the collection of short stories named Chuyện hoa, 
chuyện quả of Pham Ho, we figured out that all of these 47 stories have the presence of 
supernatural characters. They are the owners of magic items and animals such as the scissors 
used to cut sunlight and provide warmth for people, the crab with the ability to burn things, 
the knife used to whittle stones and make them as soft as wood of bo trees … 
3.1.2. Character images resembling folk story characters 

Though this kind of characters is not folk literature’s “natural child”, it is 
imbrued with the spirit and color of folklore. Firstly, the resemblance of these 
characters to their folk counterparts is reflected in their fates. There are a lot of 
stories written about orphans, the deformed and the poor, who are common 
types of characters in fairy tales. For instance, it is worth mentioning Em bé 
hái củi và chú hươu con (The little girl collecting firewood and the stag cub 
by Pham Ho), Hai ông cháu và túp lều dột nát (The grandfather, his 
grandchild and the dilapidated hut by Pham Ho), Cái ô đỏ (The red umbrella 
by Pham Ho), Cô gái tật nguyền (The disable girl by Vu Ngoc Dinh), Kiểm - 
chú bé - con người (Kiem – the boy - human by Ma Van Khang), etc. Such 
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characters are all alike in terms of misfortune, unluckiness and usually come 
into conflict with a certain force. 

The second type of resemblance lies in characters’ qualities. Some characters, 
though not folk archetypes, possess the qualities of supernatural forces in folk literature. 
Con quỷ gỗ (The wooden demon) of Nguyen Quang Thieu has gained two interesting 
successes including granting soul to the lifeless world and reviving such things and 
phenomena in another life, whose vivid embodiment is a surrealistic imaginary 
character called Hon. Ever since Meo Cut died, it has reappeared five times in the 
invisible body of Hon. 

Furthermore, the trend of virtualizing real characters to create other variants 
of folk literature also arose. The remarkable point is that though these characters 
originated from reality, they still bore the stamps of fairy tale characters. For 
example, the monk in Bí mật hồ cá thần was created by Nguyen Quang Thieu 
based on this method. He was actually a member of Trai hamlet. After a stormy 
night, the monk along with his small pagoda disappeared. Since then, he has 
become a legend. 

Additionally, the phenomenon of “assimilating” people and animals in children’s 
stories from 1975 to 2010 also contributed to the resemblance of these characters to those 
in fables and animal fairy tales. As for such a tendency, works like Cô bé chân đất và anh 
Dế Mèn (The barefooted girl and the cricket) of Nguyen Kien, Con chim lạ (The strange 
bird) of Bui Tu Luc... should be mentioned. 
3.2. The influences viewed from artistic space 
3.2.1. Daily life space 

Children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 period also exploited familiar 
spaces of Vietnamese countryside as folk literature had done before. In Lửa vàng, 
lửa trắng, the banian tree in the middle of the field is the space where one can 
witness the rise of human intelligence and the stupidity of the tiger. Another 
example is the riverside with houses, fields and forests in close proximity to each 
other where Rat family reluctantly settled down after being banished down to earth 
(Chuột và Mèo – The rats and the mouse)... 

There was also a trend of concretized, particularized spaces with place-
names once appeared in folk stories. In Nhà Chử, the word Tu Nhien Dump has 
been used a lot of times. In the old days, this name did show up at the end of the 
tale Sự tích lễ hội Chữ Đồng Tử (The legend of Chu Dong Tu festival). In the 
work Chuyện nỏ thần, To Hoai continued to recall the toponyms originating 
from myths such as Mo Da Mountain (from the folk tale of King An Duong 
Vuong), Luy Lau Citadel or Mi Linh Land (from the story of Trung Sisters). 

The traditional quality of such spaces has been raised much more when 
authors employed folk literature discourse. The hallmarks of fairy tales 
manifest themselves evidently via allusive, vague discourse such as One upon a 
time, in that hilly region... (Những thanh gươm xanh – The green blades) or 
Once upon a time, in that land... (Mùi hương kì lạ - The strange scent), etc. In 
the two examples stated above, the methods employed to locate spaces are very 
similar. Firstly, the spaces appear right after the phrases used to describe time, 
a type of unclear bygone time. Secondly, the spaces are constructed according 
to the formula: common noun + indefinite (that, those). With these two 
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features, though the artistic spaces seem familiar, they are actually vague and 
difficult to be specified. 
3.2.2. Miraculous space 

Miraculous spaces are unreal spaces created by writers’ broad-minded 
imagination. Formerly, a lot of spaces of this kind such as hell, heaven, 
underwater palaces… were built in folk tales. In children’s stories from 1975 to 
2010, the Celestial palace has manifested itself several times as an artistic 
space. Such a “heavenly” place was where God Giong returned after defeating 
Shang invaders (Ông Gióng/God Giong by To Hoai), where Cuoi and the 
yellow dog sat on a banian tree fixedly looking at the earth during moonlit 
nights (Chú Cuội cung trăng/Cuoi in the moon by To Hoai), where Chu Dong 
Tu and Tien Dung hid from the fight with the king’s army (Tiên Dung và Chử 
Đồng Tử/Tien Dung and Chu Dong Tu by Xuan Quynh), etc. 

Just like miraculous spaces in folk tales, those in children’s stories of the 1975 – 
2010 period were constructed as a system in which every space is connected to the 
others. In such a model, characters can move from one place to another without 
difficulties. For instance, Earth God came to the Celestial Palace to report on the 
calamity of crops ravaged by rats (Chuột và Mèo/The rats and the mouse); the King of 
Heaven visited East Sea (Giàu ba họ, khó ba đời/Fortune knocks once at least at 
every man’s door). Such things happened easily partly because the authors followed 
ancient folk viewpoints that the distance between the sky and the ground is very short. 

Besides, the miraculousness of spaces is also presented in the lands and 
places that originally exist in reality. In children’s stories from 1975 to 2010, 
familiar spaces associated with human daily life such as rivers, mountains, seas, 
lakes... were granted “godlike” elements and accordingly became sacred and 
mysterious. In such stories, many lakes, hilly areas, forests… were turned from real 
spaces of the outness into worlds lying between reality and dreams. With Nơi bắt 
đầu tuổi thơ (Where childhood begins) of Ha Nguyen Huyen and Bí mật hồ cá 
thần of Nguyen Quang Thieu, such a characteristic of artistic space can be evident. 
3.3. The influences viewed from artistic time 
3.3.1. Indeterminate time 

In a number of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010, writers attempted to 
remove all the traces of real life so that their characters can venture into an indefinite 
time. In Tuyển tập truyện ngắn hay viết cho thiếu nhi (Collection of good short 
stories for children) of Pham Ho, 15 out of 25 stories begin with indeterminate times 
and spaces (Thời xa xưa; Ngày xưa;Thời xửa, thời xưa ấy; Ngày xưa, xưa lắm; Ngày 
xửa, ngày xưa; Ngày xửa, xưa, xưa...). Such beginning words can be considered as a 
structure containing the seeds of strange things. Right from the start, the authors 
aimed to fade reality as fairy story tellers had frequently done before. Another 
interesting method usually performed by writers is making ordinarily indeterminable 
time marks become accurate such as Once upon a time, in the time of Tam and 
Cam,... (Cái Ô đỏ/The red umbrella), Once upon a time... obviously when there 
were no star apple trees on earth.... (Dòng sữa của người chị/The milk of the elder 
sister), Once upon a time, when all animals, people, Gods and Buddhas shared the 
same language... (Heo mẹ chí tình/The whole-hearted mother pig), etc. In fact, until 
now, people have not identified the accurate time when fairy tales like Tấm Cám 
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(Tam and Cam) and Sự tích cây vú sữa (The legend of star apple tree) were created 
yet. Also, it is almost impossible for us to know exactly when people, animals, Gods 
and Buddhas spoke the same language. Although the ways to describe time of Pham 
Ho and Tran Quoc Toan as stated above sound rather precise, they actually push the 
time marks further into the past. 

Additionally, there is another way to locate time employed in children’s 
stories from 1975 to 2010 that can evidently express the stamps of folk literature. It 
is the artistic time associated with prophecies or rumors. 
3.3.2. Miraculous space 

The unusual expansion of time has been found in many folk stories. A number 
of writers did not treat time according to normal rates, logic or inherent orders but 
allowed it to suddenly expand. Interestingly, characters can perform a lot of work or 
actions normally taking months or years to be done in a flash or vice versa. For 
instance, Cây chanh quả vàng (The lemon tree with yellow fruits) has an unexpected 
rate of time. Specifically, it was so cold in the winter and crops were about to fail. 
However, right after Quat Gioi broke some branches of a lemon tree and plunged them 
into the ground, spring immediately came; the cold disappeared; the sun shone bright 
and plants budded quickly… Such a time rate is indeed a product of miracles, not 
something created by characters’ psychology and feelings in modern stories for adults. 

The unevenness between the time of one world and that of another world 
was also presented in some stories. One remarkable example for this should be 
Ống sáo thần kỳ (The magic flute) of Vu Ngoc Dinh. When grazing cows for a rich 
man, Nhat Thanh went into Bao Dai Mountain. Being absorbed in playing the flute, 
he went deeply into the forest without awareness of time. Until the sun went down 
and the world became gloomy, he started and realized that he had got lost. In the 
morning after, he met a Taoist hermit in a hut lying in the middle of the woods. The 
boy then asked for being his disciple to learn playing flute. On the ninth day after 
the encounter, the hermit advised Nhat Thanh to return home. Following the old 
trail, he finally came back to the village. However, strange things happened. The 
cooked rice balls his mother made for him became as hard as a stone and the cow 
suddenly got pregnant. His mother said, making him so surprised: “My son! Where 
did you go? It has been nine months already!”. Well, his nine days of living with 
the Taoist hermit in the hut turned out to be nine months of Dong Mac villagers. 

 
Chapter 4 

THE METHODS FOR ABSORBING FOLK LITERATURE 
EMPLOYED IN VIETNAMESE CHILDREN’S STORIES                       

OVER THE 1975 – 2010 PERIOD  
4.1. The premise of absorbing folk literature 
4.1.1. Viewed from the law of inheritance and development 

When talking about the causes of the interaction between folk literature and 
written literature, it is impossible not to mention the law of inheritance and development 
towards life in general and that towards literature in particular. Though literature after 
1975 operated in a different context compared to folk literature, the connection between 
those two was not completely removed. Despite the flow of time, the essences of folk 
literature have always been preserved. In fact, folk literature has overcome the barrier of 
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time and penetrated into children’s literature after 1975 in terms of both material and 
poetics. From researchers’ perspective, the most eminent works of written literature of 
Vietnamese people all bear the hallmarks of folk literature. In most cases, such an 
impact is beyond the control of writers. It happens so “smoothly” that even the author is 
unable to recognize it. Though inheriting folk literature is inevitable, it is worth 
asserting that inheritance without development is of no significance. Children’s 
literature writers after 1975 have every right to learn from folk literature. However, the 
act of copying that creates “old wine in new bottles” is forbidden since the process of 
absorbing folk literature must be a process of creative re-creation. Thus, authors after 
1975 need to be well conscious of their inheritance purposes and hereby selectively 
acquire achievements of the past to create brand-new products that suit the tastes of 
current readers. This is an action of great importance. 
4.1.2. Viewed from the subject of creation 

The creative nature of literature (associated with writers’ ability to 
imagine and invent) has compatibility with the fabulous, fantastic elements and 
the mystical conception of folklore. With imagination, authors not only become 
aware of the outness via senses and feelings but also “build up in mind brand-
new images which have neither been directly sensed nor found in reality”. As 
children’s writers after 1975 had a larger knowledge foundation in comparison 
with their former coworkers, their imagination manifests itself in a different way. 
It can be asserted, however, that children’s authors after 1975 can create a world 
with a lot of similarities to folk tales thanks to their ability to imagine. Moreover, 
the capability to invent of writers possessing a dialectical materialist worldview 
can also produce “unreal” elements as in folk literature of the old days. 

From the perspective of the subject of creation, it can be clearly seen that a 
number of writers shared the intention to learn from folk literature. The case of the late 
writer To Hoai should be a typical example for this. He did receive the influences of 
folk literature both self-consciously and unself-consciously. On the one hand, returning 
to fairy stories to learn from them was an intentional thought of the author when he 
came to realize the humanistic value of this literature genre as follows: “Fairy tales 
possess the appearance and soul of people... All stories and characters, however 
fabulous they can be, are imbrued with certain significance of human life... Every smile 
or laugh in Vietnamese fairy stories contains great belief and fortitude”. On the other 
hand, the hallmarks of folklore in To Hoai’s stories were at once an ambiguous 
connection of unconsciousness and an undefined, unself-conscious obsession with 
strange stories told by grandmothers in the dead of silent, deserted nights. In fact, it does 
not matter what reason was behind these authors’ intention of learning from folk 
literature. The important point is that writers of the 1975 - 2010 period have succeeded 
in introducing readers to the relationship between their own works and the roots of 
national literature. 
4.1.3. Viewed from the intertexuality theory 

Basically, researchers have defined “intertextuality” as “the complex 
relationship between a text and other ones”. There is no “isolated” text since every 
single text witnesses the presence of others, forming a “text network”. In order to turn 
one text into a “text network”, the subject of creation needs to own a wide and deep 
“cultural background” and master a number of acts including selecting, combining, 
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creating, etc. With the aforementioned points regarding intertextuality theory, the 
subject matter of the research can be clarified more. Folk literature along with its great 
values possesses considerable pervasiveness that can overcome the barrier of time. In 
fact, a lot of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 have showed the “memory” of orally 
transmitted literature. Nevertheless, the intertextuality can be presented at different 
levels depending on how each specific author treats folk elements. The presence of 
intertextuality will be vaguer and harder to be found in cases writers employ folk 
literature factors with the spirit of “false fairy tales”. On the contrary, when authors 
actively quote either a part of or all of a folk story in their modern narrative works, the 
existence of intertextuality will become clearer and easier to be recognized. 
4.2. Methods for absorbing folk literature  
4.2.1. Collaging or adapting folk texts 

In artistic creation, absorption under the form of entire borrowing is a taboo. 
However, it became appropriate and acceptable in children’s literature after 1975 for 
some reasons. Firstly, authors in this period only applied collage techniques to folk 
works with limited contents such as folk songs, children’s songs, proverbs... so as to 
create “stories containing lines of poetry” structure (Tuổi thơ im lặng/Silent childhood 
by Duy Khan). The art of collage was also employed in narrative folk texts, whose 
length was reduced by authors to compress the contents. In such a circumstance, folk 
narrations became miniature narrative texts. The presence of “mini” folk tales like these 
in children’s stories of the period contributed much to the formation of “stories 
containing stories” structure. Some researchers called it “recollection structure” since 
the small stories stuck inside the big ones were mostly products of recollection or 
commemoration. A good example for this is not hard to find. In the autobiography 
named Tuổi thơ im lặng, when being asked by Bang about the sound of hylarana, the 
grandmother explained it with a “short story” as follows.  

Once upon a time, there was a rich man. In misfortune, he even sold all his fields and houses to 
a richer man. After that, he managed to overcome difficulties and his business became thriving 
again. However, when he asked that richer man to let him redeem everything he had sold, that 
man did not keep his own words and rejected the entreaty. In a rage, he came home and drank 
whitewash to kill himself. After he died, he turned into a hylarana (CHẪU CHUỘC). Life after 
life he kept reminding his descendants to redeem such things and to scream loudly to everyone: 
“REDEEM, REDEEM…” (CHUỘC, CHUỘC…) in cases they fail. 
Rewriting works of folk poetry in the form of adaptation is also a noteworthy 

and creative form of absorption of Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 2010 
period. Ordinarily, the act of adapting folk poetry tends to make readers laugh. 
However, in some cases, such adaptation results in the opposite emotions. As you have 
known, lullaby is a lyrical genre of folk literature with two structural components 
including lyrics and tune. Because of the musical quality of such a kind of literature, 
mothers usually use lullabies to lull their children to sleep. The novel Bông sen vàng 
(The golden lotus) of writer Son Tung has a detail that Con’s mother passed away when 
his father (Mr. Nguyen Sinh Sac) was on an assignment away from home. At that time, 
Nhuan was even less than one year old. Feeling thirsty for milk and missing his mom, 
baby Nhuan broke into tears, making Con to “improvise” a lullaby: 
À...à...ơi!Em...ngủ...cho...ngoan/ M...ẹ...ta...đã...xuống...suối...vàng...à...ơi/ 
Ngủ...rồi...em...dậy...em...chơi/ Anh...ru...em...ngủ...những...lời...mẹ...ru (Loo-li lai-lay! 
Sleep soundly my little brother/ Mom has paid his debt to nature loo-li lai-lay/ Sleep 
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soundly then wake up and play/ I’ll sing you to sleep with her song). In comparison 
with other cradlesongs, the lullaby improvised by Con bears some differences. 
Specifically, Con only inherited the tune and the beginning motive. The next sentences 
have added a new content to the traditional lullaby genre of Vietnamese people, helping 
readers understand the character’s state of mind to some extent. 
4.2.2. Borrowing folk storytelling art to create new fairy stories 

From our perspective, the term “new fairy tales” or “new fairy stories” 
refers to unheard-of creations that have never manifested themselves in the 
national collection of folk fairy tales. In children’s literature during such a period, 
many authors tended to employ folk fairy tale elements to invent a lot of fairy 
stories existing independently or within the big structure of the works. In 
researchers’ words, this tendency is called fairy tale parody or false fairy tale. 

Fairy tale parody consists of many trends. The first trend is to parody the art of 
writing stories while the second one involves using one detail or image in folk tales to 
develop a new story. At a higher level, fairy tale parody refers to adapting old plots to 
create stories with similar contents and structures. Such intertextuality can help 
readers quickly realize the influences of folk literature. For example, Nhà Chử has 
the detail that Dong recalled the story of My. In fact, this work is a reproduction of 
Sơn Tinh Thủy Tinh. Specifically, My was the daughter of a king who really desired 
to find a talented son-in-law for her. Tung was a poor man came from Tan Mountain. 
As he had the strange ability to see through even gemstones and rocks, the kind 
married his daughter to Tung. Shortly afterwards, a man came to the palace from a 
river. Though he was also a talent, he was too late to marry My. Thus, “the fit of 
jealousy rose inside the man of rivers”. Then the waves rose so high that they were 
about to swallow Tan Mountain. Tung said: “The talent of people having great 
ambitions cannot be evaluated by such a tiny failure”. The river man made the flood 
go down. However, great foods still came annually “just like his rage and resentment 
not fading away even after centuries”. In comparison with the original folk tale, this 
work of To Hoai has some differences. The author did change the names of the 
characters, omitted the detail that the king selected his son-in-law based on offerings 
and provided another explanation of why the flood went down. Therefore, though the 
story is old, it possesses a number of new points. 
4.2.3. Conveying ancient legends and stories by using modern storytelling art 

First of all, the writers have attempted to gradually remove the indefinite quality 
of their characters. They were actually familiar characters from fairy tales, legends, 
myths… but now manifest themselves in a new appearance. In folk stories, the 
indefiniteness was expressed clearly in these characters’ names, appearances, family 
backgrounds, psychology, etc. As representative characters, their individual features 
usually received little attention from readers. However, in children’s stories from 1975 
to 2010, the creativeness of writers can be evident in various aspects. The very first one 
is individualizing characters in terms of names, paying much more attention to the 
description of their appearances and inner worlds. In the work Sự tích lá trầu quả cau 
(The legend of betel leaf and areca fruit), To Hoai enabled readers to “see” the moods 
of three protagonists when the mistaken incident happened. “A couple of days 
afterwards, the younger brother did not return. Feeling extremely anxious, the elder 
brother decided to go find his sibling... He kept on wandering and suddenly saw a large 
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rock that looked exactly like a man on a sand bank. Having a gut feeling that this was 
his younger brother, he screamed: - My brother, he is my brother...”. In comparison 
with his counterpart in the folk tale Sự tích trầu cau (The legend of betel and areca), 
the elder brother in the work of To Hoai has been described much more carefully in 
terms of actions, language and especially psychology. 

Investing in the description of settings is another work of creativeness done by 
the authors when rewriting folk tales. Obviously, no ancient folk stories depict the space 
as carefully as the following passage: “In that spring, the Citadel residents held a real 
big festival. A huge number of people from various distant lands flocked to join the 
festival... In the streets, festival participants became more and more boisterous, emitting 
loud voices and laughter into the air and even houses”. In addition, the writers also 
changed their ways to narrate stories. Ordinarily, folk narrations are told in third person, 
in which the narrator is not a part of the story and herby can narrate it objectively. 
However, children’s stories of the 1975 - 2010 period have “estranged” the traditional 
storytelling method by allowing the teller to interfere in the story and stamp his marks 
on it. To finish the story Vua hành (The Onion King), Tran Quoc Toan wrote that “My 
dear little readers! Just tell the story with the ending you like. In case you don’t like both 
of these endings, you can invent your own concluding part!”. As we can see in the 
message, the author was trying to communicate with readers, which has never 
happened in folk stories. 

Besides, it is worth mentioning folk story novelization as another path of 
artistic creation from which author To Hoai obtained great successes. With short 
literary works of only a couple of pages, he added or cut characters, details, images to 
create brand-new, large-scale artistic products. Đảo hoang (The desert island), a 
story written based on the background of Sự tích quả dưa hấu (The legend of 
watermelon) is indeed a perfect example for this. The author wrote more than 250 
pages to describe Mai An Tiem’s life from the banishment to his return to the 
mainland. Here, To Hoai has designed the character Mai An Tiem with a lot of 
information that did not appear in the folk tale. 
4.2.4. Renewing the idea contents of folk stories 

The creative absorption of folk literature did not take place in the poetics aspect 
only. In fact, modern authors have also attempted to change or supplement new 
contents to works of folk literature. In the folk version of Bánh chưng bánh dày, a God 
assisted Lang Lieu in overcoming the trial of the king. However, in To Hoai’s work, it 
was his mother who helped him in the dream. Such a creative detail changed the idea 
contents of the story. The story of To Hoai not only associated these two kinds of cake 
with the symbols of the sky and earth, with the harmony between animals, plants of the 
agricultural culture... but also sent a message about maternal affection. 

Modern writers do not always concur with folk points of view. For example, the 
novel Bông sen vàng has a detail that Con and his mother talked about jasmines. His mother 
said: “The elderly usually likened flowers perfuming at night to indecent, incorrect girls. As 
the saying goes, “Though jasmines are beautiful and fragrant, no women should pin them on 
scarves!”. Con responded: “Mommy, the custom of comparing jasmines to indecent girls is 
so problematic, just like the act of accusing woman pinning jasmines on their scarves of 
being depraved. Then why do old people like drinking jasmine-scented tea? Well! Such a 
custom, in my opinion, is a very bad one!”. Via the response, the boy named Con did 
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manifest his critical thinking and refused to follow folk experience blindly. 
Despite observing the same things or events as folk authors did, writers after 1975 

proposed other additional explanations to enrich the perspectives on such subjects. For 
instance, there is a folk tale about a boy who left home due to the anger towards his mother 
named Sự tích cây vú sữa. After getting beaten and feeling hungry, he came back. 
However, at that time, his mother was gone, turning into a tree. People named it the star 
apple tree. On the other hand, when writing about this very plant, author Pham Ho had 
another way to explain the story. These two stories are two efforts to clarify the birth of one 
single species of tree. Nonetheless, while the folk story associated its origin with maternal 
love, Pham Ho linked it to sisterhood, neighborliness, etc. Such a phenomenon was really 
popular in children’s stories from 1975 to 2010. 
4.2.5. Going on writing old stories 

Going on writing old stories is also a trend of creatively expressing their 
attitudes towards the absorption of folk literature among writers after 1975. This is 
actually not an easy work. In the process of surveying, we only identified two authors 
who “threw” themselves in such a difficult path including Pham Ho and Tran Thanh 
Dich. When writing Lửa vàng lửa trắng (Pham Ho) and Lại chuyện thỏ và rùa (The 
story of the rabbit and the turtle once again by Tran Thanh Dich), both of them 
borrowed the plots of old stories. Thus, their new stories existed as a structural model 
similar to ancient stories, which aims to reassert unsustainable values. However, such 
products of them became really attractive to readers as they invented interesting, new 
details based on old stories’ plots. Compared to the folk tale Thỏ và Rùa (The rabbit 
and the turtle), Lại chuyện Thỏ và Rùa has some new characters including Mr. 
Milestone (the referee), Falcon (who flew after the competitors to observe the race), 
Tiger Spider (who signaled the race time being over) and the old cowherd (who 
vomited smoke as the starting sign). Before the race, the Rabbit had carefully 
prepared three plans including eating two ginsengs, spreading lard on its four feet 
soles to make them slippery for the sprint period and taking a plastic bag with wind 
gusts level 12 inside to fly to the finish. However, such plans eventually made him 
pay the penalty. By going on telling the old tale, Tran Thanh Dich not only reasserted 
its thematic thought but also taught another lesson: “Arrogance causes fear. Fear 
makes one look back. Looking back leads to failure”. 
4.3. Aesthetic effects of absorbing folk literature 
4.3.1. Aesthetic effects on literary works 
4.3.1.1. Folk elements – a test of character’s personality and fate 

Discussing such a role means considering the reciprocal relationship between 
poetics elements in literary works as a perfect whole. As characters are always the 
center of stories, folk poetics elements employed can definitely affect such characters, 
especially their personalities. This influence can be evident in many works. For 
instance, in the story Vương quốc lụi tàn (The devastated kingdom), Tran Duc Tien 
borrowed the miraculous space to bring Tu “spit” to a strange kingdom where there was 
a river whose water was as black as that of the To Lich river. In there, he received an 
exam question that requires him to “Swallow his own spittle 100 times in 10 minutes”. 
It was such an excessively strict test that his mouth became dried and his throat got 
unbearably hot. After returning to “where he had left” with a certificate granted by “The 
Special Committee for natural disaster prevention”, Tu still sweated and came to realize 
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that anyone who polluting the environment must pay a heavy price. 
As a test of characters’ personalities, folk elements can help with 

manifesting their destinies more clearly. For example, the character “grandmother” 
in Duy Khan’s autobiography was a nostalgic person who knew by heart thousands 
of ancient folk verses. She used those verses to teach her descendants. The ways 
she sang her grandchildren to sleep, told them stories and the contents of her 
lullabies, tales (originally folk verses and fairy tales) all implied that such folk 
literary products influenced her fate. Though she had a heart of gold, her life was 
sorrowful and silent. It is partly thanks to folk elements employed in the work that 
readers can realize these points. 
4.3.1.2. Folk elements – a means of expressing new human life outlooks 

As for this role, we would like to merely talk about the children’s stories 
from 1975 to 2010 that followed the trend of rewriting ancient folk stories. 
Basically, as these stories absorbed almost all of the plots of their folk versions, 
their idea contents were also maintained. However, with some modifications 
when rewriting old stories, children’s stories of such a period produced new 
viewpoints on human life. At the beginning of Tiên Dung và Chử Đồng Tử, 
Xuan Quynh retold the poverty of Chu Dong Tu’s family. However, the detail 
that the father and the son shared one single waistcloth was merely a “leverage” 
for the author to view Chu Dong Tu from a new angle. Right after the detail the 
neighbors feeling sorry for his family, the writer wrote: “However, Chu Dong Tu 
did not think so as he loved this life so much. To him, a new day is always full of 
miraculous things. Such things exist everywhere: on blades of grass, leaves, on 
high mountain tops or deep down in earth’s womb... He always bore in mind 
questions such as “Why was that flower born? Where does this current of water 
come from?...”. He could hear the singing and the rage of the river. He could 
understand the little happiness of the ant when finding food or share the tiredness 
with the cow trying to pull the cart over a slope...”. Chu Dong Tu’s love for 
nature and life is a very nice quality that has never been mentioned before in the 
folk tale. Such a quality then continued to be affirmed via his words for Tien 
Dung: “... Joy is not richness but peace of mind...”. Thus, based on the traditional 
plot, Xuan Quynh has succeeded in expressing new perspectives cleverly. 
4.3.1.3. Folk elements – a bridge for literary genre shift 

Under the influences of folk literature, children’s literature over the 1975 - 
2010 period witnessed the birth of a new literary genre, which was modern fairy 
tales or new fairy tales. The old and the new, the realistic and the mythical meet 
and mingle in this dualistic genre. Such duality was formed partly owing to the 
presence of folk narration poetics. In fact, thanks to the storytelling art with folk 
style, miraculous elements such as spells and magic in folk tales were revived 
specifically and vividly. When reading Chuyện hoa chuyện quả of Pham Ho, if 
readers forget the author, it is clearly a series of fairy tales since the work is a 
world filled with plants, flowers, fruits and miracles of fairies, Buddhas, Gods for 
helping and reincarnating the voiceless. Although Nỏ Thần, Đảo hoang, Nhà 
Chử of To Hoai are historical works, the mixture of realistic and mythical 
elements has made these products much more resemble to fairy stories. Besides, 
Lá đa mặt nguyệt (Banian leaves plucked at full moon nights), Trạng Khế (The 
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first doctoral candidate called Khe), Vua Hành (The Onion King) of Tran Quoc 
Toan are skillful combinations of folk elements and modern factors. 
4.3.2. Aesthetic effects on receivers 
4.3.2.1. Attraction of simplicity and miraculousness towards children 

Why are children’s stories after 1975 with folk elements so attractive to 
kids? We believe there are two basic reasons for that. Firstly, these works are 
simple and common, which is mostly thanks to the language employed in such 
tales. Language of ancient people expressed in folk verses, proverbs and idioms 
has made the style of these modern stories become old and plain. Secondly, 
there are miraculous elements in the stories, which is the main reason for the 
attractiveness of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010. A miraculous thing only 
springs from another one. The charm, attraction and fascination of Vietnamese 
modern children’s stories were formed partly because of the presence of folk 
elements. Some people even asserted that an artistic work without mythical 
hallmarks is not attractive to kids at all. Though this idea might be relatively 
extreme, it allows us to reconsider the role of folk storytelling art. By creating a 
legendary space where characters can perform supernatural spells…, modern 
authors have created a lot of absorbing stories. 
4.3.2.2. Educational significance towards children 

Children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 are the storage of folk “cultural 
codes”. In fact, the authors did not directly give any advice about appropriate 
attitudes towards national traditional culture. However, readers can still realize such 
an educational lesson since the “language memory” in story works created during 
the 1975 - 2010 period will help them understand their ancestors’ personalities, 
thoughts and tongues much more. Thus, rhymed folk sayings will continue to be 
remembered and applied in reality by readers. 

 The presence of folk literature in children’s stories from 1975 to 2010, 
whether direct or indirect, can help children more efficiently remember and 
understand old legends and tales. At this point, To Hoai’s rewritten old stories 
such as Tấm Cám, Sự tích bánh chưng bánh dày, Gái ngoan dạy chồng… are 
indeed good recommendations for those who have not read such ones. When 
reading Trạng Khế, Lá đa mặt nguyệt, Vua Hành, Lửa vàng lửa trắng, kids 
will look back on the folk tales Cây khế (The star fruit tree), Sự tích chú Cuội 
cung trăng (The legend of Cuoi on the moon), Ai mua hành tôi (Whoever buys 
my onions), Trí khôn của ta đây (This is my intelligence) and then compare, 
contrast these two groups. Furthermore, literary products of this genre can also 
provide information of national history, culture, customs and habits. The fates 
and burning dreams of our ancestors can be resurrected in pages of modern 
stories with folk elements. Specially, youngsters can have deep awareness of 
their ascendants’ gracious and distinct behaviors that modern authors inherited 
and presented in their works. Moreover, stories bearing folk stamps also well 
inform children about the process of national foundation and protection of 
Vietnamese people, about national heroes and cultural celebrities of the past. 

In order to prove the creative absorption of folk literature among children’s 
stories in the 1975 – 2010 period, we have investigated more than 100 works. From 
the survey, we came to realize that the authors had different ways to treat folk 
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literature in their products. Whereas To Hoai and Tran Quoc Toan tended to 
convey ancient legends and tales with the use of modern storytelling art, Pham Ho 
and Tran Hoai Duong decided to borrow the poetics of ancient folk stories to create 
new fairy tales. With regard to using folk language, especially folk verses to 
convey new topics, author Duy Khan should be mentioned. Writers like Ma Van 
Khang, Nguyen Nhat Anh, Nguyen Ngoc Thuan, Tran Duc Tien,... had no 
intention to turn their works into aesthetic models similar to those of folk literature. 
Only observant readers can identify the hallmarks of folk literature within the 
literary products of such authors in some details or poetics aspects. Even writers of 
the same trend had their own styles of artistic creation. The level of loyalty to folk 
story plots is very high in To Hoai’s works. Meanwhile, Xuan Quynh and Tran 
Quoc Toan regarded such plots as the very first fulcrum for many later creations. 
However, the most popular trend of absorbing folk literature is utilizing folk 
poetics to invent new fairy stories (82.53%). 

We believe that the diversified manifestation of folk literature absorption 
methods has created a living reality of children’s stories after 1975. In 
comparison with children’s stories before 1975, the trend of learning from and 
inheriting folk literature occurred more frequently in children’s stories after 1975. 
This phenomenon also results from the changes of living situations. Children’s 
literature during the Resistance did efficiently develop the relationship between 
reality and literature by focusing on historical topics to evoke the patriotic spirit 
and the hatred towards the enemies. After entering the 1975 – 2010 period, we 
faced another difficulty – the risk of being culturally invaded. The fear that young 
people will forget their origin has become the anxiety of the whole society, 
forcing children’s literature to take certain measures. This is the reason why a lot 
of writers decided to “return to” folk literature. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
1. Vietnamese children’s literature has gone through a real long process of 

formation and development, in which the 1975 – 2010 period was associated 
with various changes of history and national culture. The trend of modernizing 
children’s literature took place in this time, contributing to the creation of an 
interesting new literary space. However, there was another artistic tendency 
evolving learning from, borrowing and inheriting national folk literature. Such a 
trend was so popular that it has been reflected in several stories of many authors. 
Unfortunately, literary criticism could not keep up with the living reality of 
children’s literature in general and that of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 in 
particular. The overview of the research topic helped us to realize that the 
inevitable relationship between folk literature and written literature has been 
recognized but mostly in theoretical aspect or theoretical applications used to 
clarify adult literary works. As pieces of research related to Vietnamese 
children’s literature mostly focus on separate literary phenomena, we are lacking 
a view that can connect the works of writers over the 1975 - 2010 period to prove 
the influences of folk literature on children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 and 
modern authors’ ability to “assimilate” folk literature. 
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2. Increasing folk quality is the artistic trend of Vietnamese children’s stories from 
1975 to 2010. Such a trend has expressed the law of development via the inheritance of 
literature. Despite being a late child of Vietnamese literature, children’s literature in the 
1975 - 2010 period had the awareness of approaching folk works and inheriting their 
essences. Such a “nostalgic” trend, outdated as it may seem, has succeeded in manifesting 
modern writers’ strong attachment to national cultural origin. If not taking into account the 
unconscious impacts, the accidental resemblance between authors’ ability to invent, to 
imagine and the fabulous, miraculous artistic world in folk narrations, this is indeed the 
active creation of writers. Realizing the usability of folk poetics and the idea significance 
of ancient stories, modern authors have attempted to establish a relationship with this 
literary component. Furthermore, this trend of creation has evidently manifested the spirit 
of intertextuality theory. In the formation of Vietnamese children’s stories over the 1975 – 
2010 period, works of folk literature acted as their “prior texts”. Therefore, any single 
children’s story of this period can recall the “memories” of national literature, which are 
the “memories” once created in daily life activities, festivities, and ceremonies… of 
laborers formerly. 

3. In order to prove the interaction process between Vietnamese modern 
children’s stories and folk literature, we aimed to identify and analyze the 
hallmarks of folk literature in such a group of literary products in various aspects, 
firstly in the revival of folk plots in children’s stories from 1975 to 2010. The 
strong impacts of folk narrations on some writers are evident when they knew by 
heart several folk plots and “performed” such plots sufficiently in their works. 
However, this act means neither copying folk tales nor being completely loyal to 
the existing system of images and expression methods. Despite certain 
modifications, the trend of resurrecting folk plots in the entireness of the perfect 
whole was not about changing or deforming the idea contents of ancient tales. Only 
in cases authors revived folk plots fragmentally an incompletely, the original 
perfect wholes would experience certain changes. However, the deep significance 
of the works is still maintained. 

4. In the process of development, folk literature usually turned to artistic 
aspirations such as the formation of nature, of the universe, the journey of national 
construction and defence, the conflicts in class societies and the legends of all 
beings. Because such artistic inspirations have an intimate relationship with the life, 
perception as well as aesthetic ideal of the ancients, they also prescribe the 
selection of artistic motives such as metamorphosis motive, miraculous rebirth 
motive, stepmother – stepchildren motive and happy ending motive. Children’s 
stories over the 1975 – 2010 period have recalled these familiar artistic journey. It 
can be seen that folk literature left very useful aesthetic experience for future 
generations. The presence of artistic inspirations and motives of “mother literature” 
in children’s stories of this period indicates that the authors never forgot the initial 
missions of national literature. Furthermore, the art of building characters, spaces 
and times employed in children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 also presents the spirit 
of folk culture “revival”. The atmosphere of ancient narrations, especially fairy 
stories became so evident when the archetypes of folk characters walked into 
modern works of children’s literature as reproductions of names, fates and souls. At 
times, the authors also based on folk story poetics to create characters with 
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similarities in terms of life, qualities… and placed them on a familiar time-space 
coordinate. Besides the realistic space imbrued with Vietnamese countryside 
quality, there exists the trend of choosing sacred, miraculous spacial models. Via 
the connection of such models with indefinite times, even with extraordinarily 
elastic times, it can be revealed that the writers did penetrate very deeply into the 
artistic world of folk literature. 

5. The research topic not only aimed to identify the evident, vague of folk 
literature on Vietnamese children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 but also attempted to 
prove the artistic skills, spirits and talents of the authors in such a period. There are a lot 
of manifestations for us to trust the writers’ attitudes of learning from folk literature 
such as cleverly collaging according to the intertextuality theory to create the “story 
containing stories” structure; adapting folk poetry and placing it in new artistic spaces; 
adapting ancient legends and stories with modern artistic thinking via the removal of 
folk characters’ indefiniteness; novelizing folk narrations; changing narrative forms, etc. 
Besides, authors also borrowed fairy story poetics to create new fairy tales or rewrote 
old stories... These are the basic acts for writers to affirm their artistic ego. Thanks to 
such trends, Vietnamese children’s stories of the 1975 – 2010 period at once got closer 
to popular literature and manifested the “resistibility” of “scholarly” literary works. 

6. The research topic also helped us to make objective evaluations on the 
significance of borrowing and learning from folk literature in literary works for 
children of the 1975 – 2010 period. On the small scale of artistic texts, folk 
elements play the role of the test given to clarify characters’ personalities and 
destinies. Meanwhile, the authors also borrowed folk factors to communicate with 
folk and hereby presented new views on human life. The literary life of Vietnamese 
children’s literature from 1975 to 2010 also benefited from such a process of fusion 
and interaction. Besides, a dualistic literary genre called modern fairy tales, new 
fairy tales or false fairy tales has been invented in this period. Furthermore, the 
influences of folk literature even spread out of the texts when children’s stories 
from 1975 to 2010 became so attractive to their main receivers. The simplicity and 
the miraculous things usually found in ancient narrations continued to attract kids 
to modern stories and “maintain the anxious expectation” of these little readers 
during their following the developments of these works. Via each literary work, 
youngsters have the opportunities to encounter folk verses, proverbs, idioms, 
legends… that are originally an important part of folk literature and hereby can 
enrich their knowledge of the history, culture, customs and habits… of their 
ancestors from the old days. By this way, stories with folk literature’s sonority 
would send unspoken messages to children, reminding them to keep appropriate 
attitudes towards national traditional culture.  

The aforementioned conclusions are not only the summarization of the 
creation realities of children’s stories from 1975 to 2010 but also a suggestion for 
artistic creators. The act of “joining hands with” folk literature has been done and 
should be performed much more. Unfortunately, most of the authors who 
effectively connected to folklore have said goodbye to young readers. Thus, we 
would like to put our trust in the next staff of writers, in new literary works that will 
be a success in creatively absorbing “mother literature”. 
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